
NOMINATE SCORING ON TABTET

26-10-2020

Each time the club runs a competition, all previous competitions are wiped from the tablet
and only the current competition is available.

To begin, remove your stylus pen and
tap the LOGIN button.

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This is the stylus pen.

There is a black button on it, which, if
pressed accidently, will stop the pen

working.

For some ipads including Nominate's
when placing the stylus pen back into
the tablet, ensure that the word
"Samsung" faces upwards.

Failure to do this will cause the pen to
jam.

Tablet turns on with top button on
(R) side of unit.

The larger button is volume control
(not needed).



The tests for the day will appear after
tapping the "LOGlN" icon.



lf rider not found...
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To make corrections...

. Tap the " " icon at (R) of screen
to convert stylus to an ,,eraser,,;

. Erase the error;

. Re-tap the " " icon to return the
stylus to "writing" mode.

.., check that you are in the correct
test...

Tap on the 3 bar icon to open the
drop-down menu,

then...

Tap the "back" arrow (top left).

NB lf you can't find the horse and
rider, resort to paper.

(The judge will have a manual sheet,
and this test can be entered later.)
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This screen will appear at the end of
the test for the judge to check their
marks.

lf a movement is not complete, it is
flagged.

After this screen, is the collective
marks and judge's signature.


